Descriptive Summary

Title: Tom Ammiano mayoral campaign records
Dates: 1999
Collection Number: 2001-05
Creator/Collector: 
Extent: 1.2 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: Contains materials related to Tom Ammiano's historic write-in campaign for Mayor of San Francisco in 1999-2000. Includes materials related to campaign strategy and logistics; position papers; campaign posters; a banner; art from elementary school students; flyers, press releases and other publicity materials; articles about the campaign; stickers; pens; and photograph collages. Some campaign materials are in languages other than English.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research with the following restriction: Mailing lists and other records holding the names, addresses, and/or phone numbers of individuals will be restricted for 20 years.

Preferred Citation
Tom Ammiano mayoral campaign records. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of Dan Cusick on December 29, 2000.

Biography/Administrative History
Tom Ammiano (born December 15, 1941) is an American politician and LGBTQ rights activist from San Francisco, California. Ammiano is a gay man and former teacher and comedian.

Scope and Content of Collection
Contains materials related to Tom Ammiano's historic write-in campaign for Mayor of San Francisco in 1999-2000. Includes materials related to campaign strategy and logistics; position papers; campaign posters; a banner; art from elementary school students; flyers, press releases and other publicity materials; articles about the campaign; stickers; pens; and photograph collages. Some campaign materials are in languages other than English.
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